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Thf* tepoHTha* been prepared by the Joint ECA/FAO Agriculture Division
within the context of the work programme of the Economic Commission tor

AfiHcaVfoHth* 1990-1991 biennium. The study relates to the contribution;of
agricultural product stabilization funds to the improvement of rurai mar-Kevins

infrastructure.

2 the agricultural sector is and remains, for all ECA member States, the
driving force of the economy and rural infrastructure 1n denerai and marketing
infrastructure In particular constitute an indispensable suwori for_ the
promotion M'the sector. In'fact, the transition from traditional Subsistence
agriculture to market-oriented agriculture demands not only improvement of
agricultural methods but also and, most importantly, the establishment of
adequate infrastructure for marketing surplus production. Sucn infrastructure
include mostly rural roads, transport, storage and irrigation facilities and ail
other technological and logistical facilities which could be usefu. to the
agricultural population. Unfortunately, in most African countries, producers
still face numerous problems in the marketing of their products due, among other

things, to:

(a) tack of feeder roads or the poor state of repair white'they exist;

(p) Insufficient or no transport facilities; and

(c) Lack of or inadequate product storage, processing and preservation

infrastructure.

3, The lack or deterioration of infrastructure has also result^ In,:

(a) Difficulty in the supply of inputs to rural areas, making the adoption
of new technologies difficult;

(b) The high cost of the collection and distribution of food crops and
export products, etc.

4 In general, all these factors have led to post-harvest losses as high as
30 to 50 per cent on the average, stagnation of overall agricultural production
and a decline in per capita food production. Besides, private operators have
not been encouraged to invest sufficiently in the marketing of agricultural
products since State or parastatal bodies have the monopoly in the collection,
storage and distribution of agricultural products. However, the undeveloped
state of infrastructure has also definitely contributed to discouraging private
sector involvement in this field and thereby consolidated the monopoly:;of State
institutions. This infrastructural deficiency is, furthermore, one of the causes

■ c-f the ineffectiveness of these Institutions (the high cost of collection and

distribution mentioned earlier).

5 Faced with-this situation, the Heads of State and Government underscored
the n'eed: to develop marketing infrastructure within the framework of the Lagos
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Plan of Action adopted in 1980. The importance of rural infrastructure was also
-stressed in Africa's Priority Programme .for Economic Recovery, 1986-1930 (APPER)
.adopted, by the twenty-first ordinary-session of the Assembly of Heads^of -State
"and Goy.ernmsnt -of- the OAU heTd in. Addis Ababa.in July" 1.9a-.5,: ■especially in Lhe
chapter devot0d-to: rehabilitation of African agriculture, which, recommended,

"

(a) In the short term and at the national level, strenath^ri^g; pf_rural
institutions'and infrastructure in general, and construction^ ■'■small bridges,

^access ■"■ahd^service1 roads and rehabilitation, strengthening and periodic
: rfiaintenahc%'rof-existing infrastructure in- particular; ■ ■. -■;■.■•■; ..-/;■} :'■»_

-"., .' -(b^-Iivth&-1on9 term and still'at the national. 1ev.e-l,..imp^veme^,';P.f:i. rural
particularly in the areas of: v _ ■ , ... ■ - - ■. '• '.-■

■■■(i)^ " produce collection and distribution-of-farming :inputs:

(11) storage" and preservation; ■■■.'.■." ■ ■.... .

(iii) -.trrigation and water distribution:

(iy) ■ .."/..ptfral amenities such as health, education, water and electricity
^ information'and othsr basic-.serYices. ■ . .

6. Furthermore, the-twelfth EGA-Conference of Ministers-(twenty-first session
of the Commission) in its resolution 565 (XXI) on the improvement .of the food

■■■"■si'tua'tion-aiid rehabilitation of th&.agricultural sector in Africa emphasized the
urgent .need to develop basic rural infrastructure. _ ,,.... ;.;.;.

7. "I'Wuntieveloped state of ■infrastructure mentioned earlier is, unfortunately,

, often directly attributable to the lack of or insufficient financiaVinvestment^
:'rJqfif?act;, Ksiicity of budgetary .resources is often cited as the reason.why existing

infrastructure cannot be maintained, However, In most cases, "substariti.alampurits

of money are generated through the various mechanisms of taxation on agriculture
■■•' ate on export production -in general.. Since the colonial period^ State

institutions have been established to manage such funds, whose-primary, .objective

is the stabilization of producer prices and, secondly,' the promotion of
■ "agricultural development.: Marketing boards in.-some English-soeaKing countries
"■•■and the Cajsses de • stabilisation In the ■ Frencji-speaking countries- wars

■''■ established for this1-purpose.'. ■ However,, these have proved to, be Ineffective in

1 most cases. " . ■ ■ ■■■ -. .:.

8. The most common criticism levied ■ against .these funds is that they have
■ militated against the interests of producers1 by.paying them rates far below the
world prices. -Also, it has been common for; funds generated., during, bumper periods

to be used for purposes'other than the designated objectives. .The. fund system
has also entailed Increasing taxes on the agricultural"sector/and-it has rarely
contributed to its development. ■ In certain cases, ■ the., fund.:.has-.rua into a.

deficit and the States have resorted to offsetting the costs,through subsidies

■ or-heavy borrowing, . ■ ■■ ■"'■"■. : :'-:1 . -' " ,::'
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S. Furthermore, and particularly because of the unfavourable world prices, the
tendency in recent times has been to attribute the difficulty in stabilizing
producer prices to the economic environment. Yet, part of the blame lies in the
ineffectiveness of State bodies whose poor management of such funds has made the
system unoperational. For instance, the fixing of nominal producer prices alone
has not made it possible to guarantee their income or to improve their welfare.
As sucn, the issue at hand today is how to promote agricultural marketing systems
more efficiently and more competitively. Over and above the objective of mere
once.stabilization, the development of rural infrastructure in general m6 of
marKeting in particular should be the major concern of governments seeking, over
the long term, to promote production and to guarantee better incomes to the
numerous rural producers.

^ ma1n objeGtive of th1s report is to examine how agricultural product
ization funds have contributed to the development of agriculture in general

and of marketing infrastructure In particular. The analysis of the available
data has made it possible to identify the problems and to make recommendations
regarding the functioning of the funds, taking into account the current context
of dechmng world commodity prices and the need to transform African agriculture
through the establishment of adequate infrastructure in the rural areas.

11. The report is divided into three main parts:

(a) Background to stabilization funds;

(b) Operation of stabilization funds, divided into three sub-headings:

(1) the mechanics of operation:

(11) the impact on producer price and income stabilization of policies
implemented through,the. .various funds, with a sub-chapter describing
the size of these funds; * * ^ iuuig

Ciii) the contribution of the funds to agricultural development in general
and infrastructure in particular;

(c) Conclusions and recommendations.

12. Thevfnethodology for the preparation of the study is based essentially on
information collected during miss-ions conducted-to- some-countries, namely
Senegal, Nigeria, Rwanda and Togo ^and on the bibliography at the Qnd of this
report. However, it is worth mentioning the difficulties encountered in the
collection of the data. Despite the timely measures taken to meet this"
objective, u was practically impossible to obtain all the desired data from the

^^:^tJZ^U th , as EGA

II- BACKGROUND TO STABILIZATION FUNDS

13. IfKAfrica, agriculture has always been the main source of revenue of public
administrations. This phenomenon goes as far back as the colonial period, when
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most'of the African economies were based on the production and export of a few,

mostly agricultural, commodities.. These were, in genera], coffee, cocoa, ground
nuts, palm oil and cotton1; to "mention only a few, Apart from a few African

countries which had the privilege of possessing other resources, particularly

minerals, these products were the main resource of revenue, part of which was

destined for the administering colonial power. As such, the administration took,
action at the time to protect their economies. The objectives of .the funds,.
during the^colonial■period, was to protect the interests of companies of the
administering colonial power of that era. ■ It is in fact within this framework
that most of the stabilization funds in African countries were established. For
instance^ the Ponds dMnvestissement pour le deyeloppemant economiaue et social
iFJDES) (investment fund for economic and social development) and the Fonds
d^fcUi't rural pour' le developpement economiaue et...social (rERDES) .(rural

i d il dl
...l (rERDES) .(rural

fund for. economic and social development) established in French-speaking West
Africa in 1936 and 1349 respectively are quite representative of these, The
objective "of ■ these funds was mainly to intensify the production of export
commodities (priority given to rubber and oilseeds) in order to ensure increased
supply to the mother country. The policy of.intensifying production also aimed
at supporting the war effort through these funds. This was the case of the West
African Produce Control- .Board' (WA'PCB) ■ in Nigeria, a former colony of Great-
Britain which kept its prices artificially "low during the Second World War in
order to support the war effort of the colonial power.

14. Subsequently, the objectives of the funds during the post-colonial period
changed and can be summarized as fellows:

(a) Regularization, particularly of producer prices for export products;

(b) The search for and implementation of all appropriate measures for
improving the quality of and developing production of export crops.

in point15. A case in point Is :the Salss^-^fi-StaM-'Lisat.i.onet ds soutien. des orix des
produits agrJcoles de Cote d'lypire (CSSPPA). (Price Stabilization Scheme)
established by decree on 14 October 1954, The fundamental objective of CS3PPA
was to protect producers from price fluctuations (the drastic slump in the price
of commodities such as coffee and cocoa). Cotton, banana and oilseeds were added
subsequently.

16.. In . Cameroon, the Produce Marketing Organisation and the West Cameroon
Marketing Board, even before their merger into the Office national de
sommercialisation des prodtiits aaricoles de_base (ONCPB) (an agricultural
commodity marketing board) were responsible mainly for regulating the export
prices of coffee, cocoa, cotton, palm oil and ground-nuts and instituting
appropriate measures for developing and improving the quality of those crops.

17. The agricultural commodity stabilization funds were later assigned larger
functions of development in general, which gave the States sufficient leeway to
allocate their funds according to the needs of the economy. The structures of
most of the funds were thus modified (merger of several funds) so as to tailor
tkem^to current needs. The merger of the cocoa and coffee funds by the CSSPPA
of Cote d'lvoire clearly illustrates this phenomenon. This was the case of the
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Gaisse de pereauation et de soutien des prix (CP8P) (price equalization and

support fund) in Senegal created'in July 1S73 from the merger of six previously

autonomous funds for ground-nuts, grains, wheat and flour, cotton, sugar, fishery

products and related industries. In some cases, the statutes of the institutions

specified the functions of the funds, such as"in the case of the CP3P in Senegal,

or the OCIR-eafe in Rwanda. In Senegal, the GPSP was assigned two roles:

(a) An economic and social role of supporting the prices of the

mentioned products and participating in the financial operations for development

in the rural and agro-industrial sectors;

(b) A financial role based on the building of reserves to enable the fund

to guarantee producer prices and to back up the State investment budget.

IS. In Rwanda, the OCIR-cafe which is responsible for coffee and Quinquina

production, essentially manages three financially autonomous funds:

(a) An operating fund for financing the quality control and packaging of

coffee and other industrial products as well as activities for the marketing and1
promotion of export commodities:

(b) An equalization fund for guaranteeing stable producer prices:

(c) A campaign fund for financing the extension and expansion of industrial
fanning and for stimulating consumption.

19. However, even such role specification has not prevented the stabilization

funds from deviating from their objectives and particularly from not investing

enough in rural development in general and in infrastructure In particular.

20. Today, the stabilization funds are evolving in an atmosphere where the long-

term prospects of the international prices of most commodities remain

unfavourable and risk jeopardizing the current or future existence of such Funds.

Moreover, the crisis situation persists and African countries continue to be

confronted with difficulties In achieving equilibrium in their balance of

payments and the payment of their debts.

21. In view of the situation, readjustments in the management1of these Funds

should be embarked upon as a matter of urgency.

£2. However, before concluding this part, it should be emphasized that other

types of funds have been established at the international level, such as Stabex,

the system for stabilization of export earnings from agricultural commodities

which has been in existence since 1975 following the signing of the first

Convention between the Europe 1 then enlarged to nine members on the one hand and

1 The first treaty establishing the European Economic Community (EEC) was signed
in 1957 by the following six countries: Belgium, France, the Federal Republic of

Germany, Luxembourg, Italy and the Netherlands. This Treaty was accompanied by an

implementation agreement which provided for a unilateral system of association between
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the 46 African, Caribbean and Pacific (ACP) countries. The main function of
Lfiese funds is to compensate the losses in revenue incurred by producers as a
result of fluctuations in world prices and a fall In production.

III. FUNCTIONING OF STABILIZATION FUNDS

A. Operating mechanisms

1• At the national level

23. The operating mechanisms of such Funds at this level are generally the same
for all the countries. In fact, the Funds most often operate on the basis of
taxes levied on earnings from the export of agricultural products of the country
concerned. The level of taxation varies in accordance with the system designed
py trie country to attain its objectives,

24, The two stabilization systems which ssem to have dominated are:

me system referred to as "total stabilization'1 which is practised in
most countries. This system operates on the basis of the differences between
uiss export price and a guaranteed f.o.b. price. The latter is defined as the
surn^or a fixed price (nominal price) paid to the producer and a differential or
scale comprising all costs for marketing the product. Most African countries,
particularly such French-speaking countries as Cote d'lvoire, Senegal and
Cameroon have applied this system to varying degress. An effective application
of^tms system normally implies setting the guaranteed nominal price to an
appropriate consumer price index. Unfortunately, the system has not been
fot.oweo m most countries. It appears that the most common practice has
sometimes been to adjust prices but with a time lag. Such adjustments are
generaliy msurficient, leading to instability of real producer prices and their
downturn;

^ (b) The system called "Integra] transmission" which 'consists in the
application, compared to the international export price, of a constant rate of
tax or scale. Such a system, in fact, favoured the producer, particularly when
mere was a rise in prices since the price then paid to producers reflected the
trends in international prices, This system seemed to have existed only in Kenya
for- coffee and tsa until 1&77 when it was unfortunately abandoned following an
international prices spiral. Since then, it has rather been the scale which is
indexed in accordance with international prices and this boils down to the first
system of total stabilization.

?£"_ T?e total stabilization system, unfortunately, gave rise to an indirect tsx
through the fixed producer price or to direct tax (tax levied on certain products
or- on certain social groups by virtue of their activities - this applied to
traders^ transporting ground-nuts or oil in Senegal) which once more penalized
activities related to these crops. The case of Rwanda which through the OCIR-
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cafe 2 levies a coffee tax directly proportional to the volume produced Is a

striking example of this system.

26. From the point of view of the mode of operation or management of the funds,
the day-to-day management, at present is generally under" the authority of a
Director-General or a Director, The major decisions relating to the allocation
of funds or budgetary allocations are usually the responsibility of a governing
council or a management committee In which are represented the main ministries
or bodies in charge of economic and financial affairs of the country. ^ Ii
producers or traders are represented in such councils, their representations
rather tokens,In terms of administration, the management^ body whnch nas^he
status of a government-owned industrial and commercial establishment or that ot
a State corporation comes under the supervision of,.such .Key ministries, as
agriculture, trade or economic affairs, (technical supervision) or the Ministry
of Finance for .-financial supervision. In actual practice, thougn, the powers
of the committee are often superceded by a higher authority, namely the. State,
Such constant State control oyer the funds is evidenced by Vm nomination to the
management body of a government commissioner responsible for controlling

activities.

2, At the International level

27-.-. The objective of the System of Stabilization of Export Earnings from
agricultural commodities (Stabex) is to provide ACP countries with the necessary

funds for making up the losses in : revenue due to price fluctuations or the
production of agricultural commodities exported to the EEC.3 In other words, the
Stabex has a major role to play at the level of producers but this is done

through the States,

28. Assistance under Stabex Is based on the following two criteria:

(a) A product is eligible for such assistance if, during the year preceding

the year of application, it accounted for 6.5 per cent of the total * export
earnings of the country; :

(b) A country is eligible if it Incurs a drop in earnings of 6.5 per cent

4 compared to the average for the four years preceding the year of application.

*.„„ Stabex assistance is generally In the form of subsidies even though in sume

cases, particularly.for the more developed. ACP countries, such assistance couio
29,

2 The OCIR-cafe was formerly the nffica_des cultures, industrialles du Rwanda
established in 1964 from the former Office des cafes indigenes du Rwanda (QCIRU).

3 With the exception of the 13 countries whose geographical position does not

allow them to export to the EEC.

4 This rate was 7,5 per cent under the Lome I Convention: for the least

developed ACP countries, the rate was reduced to 2.5 per cent (Lome I) and 2 per cent
/ i _ _, - T T S

(LOlfifcJ lij.
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b© In the fortfi of an Interest-free loan. Under the Lome II Conventions the

AGP States were obliged to give account of their use of such assistance,

B, Effectiveness of price..,.stabilization mechanisms

1- At the national level

30. From the foregoing, the objective of stabilisation funds was, through

their operating mechanisms, to constitute reserves during periods of

favourable world prices and to compensate for losses incurred by producers

during a.fall In such prices, in short, to stabilize producer prices and

Incomes. In reality, the generation of these funds generally entailed paying

producers vBry low prices or levying export taxes on certain products which

resulted largely in penalizing both producers and the production of export

eornffiodities.

31. This situation occurs in several countries, For example, in Cameroon, a

study5 highlighted the fact that the price of commodities such as coffee, cocoa

and sum arable (with the exception of cotton) had been decreasing In real terms

since 1980 despite numerous adjustments.0 According to the study/ the producer

prices of cocoa from 1979 to 1964 were on the average 44 per cent of the e.i.f.

price, with a maximum of 61 per cent in 1981; those of coffee arabica were 38

per cent of the c»1.f5 price, with a rfiaximum of 49 per cent in 1981; that of

coffee robusta 40 per cent with a maximum of 51 per cent in 1981 (see table 1).

According to the same study, the commercial and internal transport costs for

coffee and cocoa over the same period (1979 to 1984) represented on average 2Q

per cent of the f.o.b. price .whereas levies by the GNCP8 absorbed up to 33 per

cent of the f.o.b. price for cocoa and 37 $sr cent for coffee.

32. In the Central African Republic, the fall in producer prices has also

affected cotton, another commodity of the country while the price of cotton

simply doubled, i.e., from CFAF 29 to CFAF 59 oer kg between 1970 and 1SS0 whi i©

the retail price of sugar and1 rice quadrupled* signifying a real decline in the

purchasing power of producers.

33. Another Illustration of the low producer prices paid in such countries as

Togo, Nigeria, Ghana and Mali is given in figure 1 which shows the ratio between

the producer price of various export products and the border price calculated

at the official exchange rate. This figure includes some non~African developing

countries, but this In no1 way changes the situation, -..The practice of taxing

export crops is clearly obvious from'this figure. Hence, it is observed that:

See IBRD report: Country EuonoiTii^ frfemurandurri on Carrrsroun, 19 February, 1987.

6 In reality, these adjustments, like in the other countries, wers linked to

political decisions and therefore were meant to irriprsss rather than be realistic and

to help improve the purchasing power of producers.
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(a)-In-TosoT-^h&-PFodu€»F--^p1-6&-of G0ffee-4*^afeatfk--fr~-th1rd of the border

price;

(b) In Mali, those of cotton and ground-nuts are about half of the border

price while in Ghana, Cameroon and Cote d'lvoire, the producer pries of cocoa

is less than half the border price.

34. The;'situation is no different in some of the other countries, visited

Jncludlha.^gofiflaL^.Mlaer:ia.and_Togo.-. Table 2 oa-tha^cornparative. prices -of-eof-fee

and cocoa during the period 1976 to 1984 §iye_s.:an ^overview of theVitrends in

producer price compared to the world price. In ttt's table, a limited increase
in producer price of 58 per cent for cocoa and 57 per cent for coffee is observed

while the world price is double for the two products during the 1976; to 1977-and

197T to 1978 financial years, representing an increase of 92.8 per cent for\cjoe_qa

and 89 per cent for coffee. . ,/■;/

35. The trends in producer price compared to the world price for grounchnut ,o,i,1

in Senegal for the period 1975 to 1384 is given in table 3. The figures show

a depreciation in real terms.of_. producer price, which is expressed in the fall

in the corrected nominal Price of the consumer price index used as a deflator
(see table 3)

36. The same picture as above emerges in table 4 on producer prices of cotton

for the period 1969 to 1385 in Togo. ".I

37. Along with this, another factor has also.had a negative impact on price

stabilization/ This relates to the exchange .rate policy adopted and ,'wtiich
translates into the maintenance of an overvalued exchange rate of £he local

eurre'ney. Such overvaluation which in some ways corresponds to indirect export

tax, further penalizes exports. This phenomenon of real exchange rate

appreciation is clearly indicated in the table below:

Index of real exchange rates in several African countries (1969-1971 - 100)

Countries.^ _. 1973-1575.

Cameroon 75

C6te d'lvoire 81

Ethiopia .93

Ghana 89

Kenya 88

'Malawi 94

Mali 68

Niger 80

Nigeria 76

Senegal 71

1378-1980

58
r r-

ao

64

23

69

85

50

56

43

60

- 1931-1983

80

74

67

8

ao

94

66

74

41

85
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Sierra LeOfia

Sudan

United Rep. of Tanzania
Zambia

Al1 sub-Saharan countries

100

76

GO

.90 f y

f d

74

51

86

Source: Kerr (reference document)

Note:. The real exchange rate in. this table corresponds to the official
exchange.rate corrected on the basis of the ratio between the index of adjustment
of domestic consumer prices and that of consumer prices in the United States.
A fall in the index indicates a real appreciation of the currency. The figures
cover three years on average.

38. In the sub-Saharan countries taken as a group, the appreciation was 31 per

cent between 1969/1971 and 1981/1333 as illustrated in the table. The
overvaluations were particularly pronounced in Ghana, Nigeria and the United
Republic of Tanzania. The consequences of such monetary appreciation are well
known: creation of parallel markets (this tendency is particularly strong in
tightly controlled and monopolistic economies). The result is a loss to the
State of the resources passing through these markets. This phenomenon was also
very obvious in the above-mentioned countries. In the United Republic of

Tanzania, a decline In the production of exports such as cotton, tobacco and
pyrethrum was also observed as maize could fetch far more; on the parallel market.

39. Moreover, it is quite common for substantial amounts to be realized from

these funds since of the level of taxation levied on producers is, unfortunately,
very high. It was not possible to obtain any general data on the funds realized

hree cover a long period of time, However, the following table, covering three crop
years only, namely 1972 to 1975 of the cocoa stabilization fund In Cameroon,
gives some idea of the situation.

Revenue from cocoa (in millions of CFA francs)

Agricultural
Total

year Producer Curffpany

.1 1 ^ J.J

i ' f j:ai, fun

revenue

1372-1373

1973-1974

1974-1975

067 2 S21 2 962
In nnn

33 168

Source: Jean Assuumou, "L'economie du cacao", Edition Jean Pierre Delarge,
1967.
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40. It should be noted that the total revenues indicated here correspond to

the f.o.b. .value of cocoa bean and cocoa product exports Including producer

sharss■not previously deducted,

4i-» The author highlights the magnitude of the funds generated on this

product alone by comparing the total revenue of about CFAF 38 billion collected

during the 1974-1375 financial year, to State budget revenue during the same

period, .which works out at* a sizeable rate of 45 per cent. The table further

highlights the relative share of revenue secured from each contributor. Hence,

the stabilization fund accounts, on average, for 35 per cent of total revenue

or 27.2 billion representing a yearly average of 9 billion (against 33 per cent

from--producers-rand 12 per cent from the State), which is appreciable all the

SaffiS „

42. The- substantial- .volume- of these funds is further illustrated in the case

of Nigeria. Xn fact, a report 7 on this country indicated that during the
existence of the West African Produce Control Board (WAPCB), the body responsible

for controlling all export commodities in Nigeria during the Second World War,

considerable surpluses were accumulated. The same report also'emphasizes the

fact that the surpluses grew further when tha regional offices were established

in 1354 because of the powers vested in them to set producer prices (see tables
C i" I -1 \

o, o enu [).

2. At the International level: Transfer- of Stabex funds

43= The Stabex system is designed to make up export revenue losses to

producers through the transfer of the funds it generates. However, an

examination of these funds reveals that the total Stabex package rose from ECU

375 million under Lome I (1975) to ECU 550 million under Lome II (1381),

accounting for 12.2 per cent and 11.6 per cent respectively of total
appropriations under each Convention.

44. The table below gives a detailed overview of Stabex transfers under Lome

I and II:

Stabex transfer by group of products

Group

Coffee

Cocoa

Cotton

Copra

of products

products

products

and coconut

Lome I

In millions

of ECUS

14.5

1.5

43.4

!U. 0

Percentage

of total

transfers

A (1

**. D

0.5
j n -r

\<2. (

O.4

Lume II

In ffil 11 Ions

of ECUS

246.6

148.8
n i1- i-

OD. D

a j n

O I -O

Percentage

of total

transfers

37.4

22.6

5.5

4.S

' It should be noted that in 1345 this Board accumulated a surplus totalling
Pound Sterling 8.32 million.
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--'V;

In mil lions

Group of products of Ef"

Percentage

In -fill 1 librta
_. £ J L.I

UT UtJUSi

transfers

products

'--*•- (eaoh

rspresB^ftiny a maximum

.of -2s of the total)

if.D

CO. S

44. £

5.S

6.5

d, w

9.1

u. 4

2.1

■■1.4

0.1

end of 19S5 315.7 suu. u . o

?5: j. Jt eme"r«es frm this Table that under Lome I, ground-nuts and cotton
products absorbed nearly more than half of the transfers while under Lome II
coffee, cocoa and ground-nuts accounted for most of the transfers.

46.. ' ■■'■■In" 1988, Stabex transfers under Lome III, amounted'to'"1 "a total of ECU
375.4 mi 11 ion broken down by Category of products as follows.
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Stabex transfer by type of products under Lome III

Percentaye of

ECU total

Products

transfers

COGOa

Cotton

Cop ra
n J t

Uf 5

Tea

Total

219

O i

r\ _a

20

14

!O

375

1 "1 J "1

,3

.o

r-

. 0

rt

.0

. /

A

r-<-i

OO.

8.

6.

5.

3.

4.

13.

100

4

3

5

5

8

4

1

.0

47. Thus, from "1975-to 1988, Stabex transfers to the ACP countries amounted

to ECU 1,350,6 million. Yet, since Lome II, Stabex has been facing the problem

of insufficient resources, with the result that in 1930, justified demands

exceeded available credits by ECU 123 million. By 1981, this deficit had risen

to ECU 341 million and finally in 198S, stood at ECU 204 million, despite the

restrictions. These deficits have been brought about by the collapse of raw
material prices.

C Contribution of. the funds to the development of agriculture

In general and infrastructure in particular

48. Despite the importance of stabilization funds, they have not been used
rationally. Funds generated from levies on the agricultural sector, in
particular, have not been adequately reinvested in the development of agriculture
or in that of infrastructure. The Cameroon1an stabilization fund for cocoa (in
the following table) ..is a case in point.
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Breakdown of funds of the stabilization fund for cocoa among the various activities

Area of

activity-

Breakdown

of activities

Period of

intervention of

the cocoa Fund

Total

expenditure

(in CFAF)

1. Plant

pest

control

- Capsidae

control

- Brown rot

control

1960/61-1974/75 3 679 837 452

1960/61 and

1967/68-1974/75 849 060 884

Total 4 528 898 336

2= Research on

extension

services and

production

selecting

cuttings

Seed

production

IFCC

Regeneration of

cocoa trees

Study on the

cocoa-growing

area SEDES

1963/64-1970/71

1963/64-1974/75

1970/71-

and

■1971/72

1974/75

1969/70-1974/75

Organisa

tion of

planters

(co-opera

tion)

Cocoa plan

SODECAO

COOP/MUT

CENADEC/CEFDBC

ZAPI Centre sud

1971/72 and

1973/74

1964/65

1974/75

-1374/75

Total

226 012 000

404 262 664

66 550 000

452 977 197

7 557 000

105 319 850

385 000 000

1 647 578 711

1959/60-1964/65

and 1968/69

1970/71-1973/74

1969/70-1974/75

Total

181 588 161

11 350 000

515 915 000

808 853 161

Tracks in

cocoa

plantations

I.,

Human and

material

resources

1969/70-1974/75 1 276 423 173

- Human resources

- Material

resources

Total

1961/62-1974/75

1961/62-1974/75

Total

1 276 423 173

499 061 000

850 057 344

1 349 118 344

Grand Total 9 610 971 344

Average

nnual

expenditure

(in CFAF)

245 322 494

94 340 098

28 251 501

33 688 555

22 183 333

7 496 199

7 557 000

52 659 925

192 500 000

25 941 165

27 837 500

192 500 000

212 737 199

35 647 214

60 718 381

Source j "L(Economic du cacao" by Jean Assoumou.

Note. It should be noted that the initial year marks the beginning of intervention of
the Fund while the terminal year indicates either the year for which the latest figures were
available during the preparation of the table (cf. capsidae control) or the end of operation
(cf. selected cuttings, etc.)- Subsidies under the fund of which it was not possible to
single out the share of cocoa (cf. CINAM subsidy, etc.) were not taken into account in the
table.
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49. From the table, the main expenditure lines in the rural sector may be

summarized as follows:

(a) Plant pest control: CFAF 339.7 million per annum on average:

(b) Agrfcuitral research: CFAF 84.1 mil lion per annum on average;

(c) Organisation of planters: CFAF 133.7 million per annum on average;

(d) Tracks into cocoa plantations: CFAF 211.7 million per annum on average.

50. At first sight, the volume of expenditure seems substantial and yet

becomes most Inadequate when compared to the mean annual amounts disbursed by

the fund over the period "1972-1975 (CFAF 776,2 million against CFAF 9 billion
per annum - see table on earnings from cocoa in part III).

51. Besides, the funds have been Invested in an unproductive manner or in

sectors having no real link with agricultural development, and this affected the

sector adversely. In Senegal, for example, substantial funds were allocated to

programmes of subsidizing local consumer goods for the urban population rather

than for those in rural areas. The subsidized items including rice, sugar and

ground-nut oil under the price equalization programmes carried out by the CPSP,

absorbed nearly CFAF 10 billion out of the total CFAF 13 billion total
expenditure of the fund during the 1373/1974 financial year and CFAF 4.5 billion

out of CFAF 8.75 billion for the 1974/1975 financial year or more than 50 per

cent of the expenditure during that financial year (see tables 8 and 9). For

the same country, another report confirms that the negative equalization of the
fund up to 1980 meant withdrawing government funds from resources earmarked for
local producers to subsidize the urban food market where the national food
deficit, compensated for by massive grain imports in the past few years was most
severe. While such investment programmes were aimed at protecting local

production, all that they have achieved was to promote inefficient production
at high cost and, therefore, seriously draining available funds. It is obvious

that the subsidies would have served a better purpose had they been oriented
primarily towards the rural masses.

52, Two other examples of the inefficient use of funds in Cote d'lvoire and
in^ Nigeria can be cited. In Cote d'lvoire, CSSPPA 9 (the price stabilization
scheme) is cited, together with the special investment and equipment budget and
the debt depreciation fund, as a scheme which has contributed significantly to
the economic and financial'policy of the Stats. Accordingly, the stabilization
fund made substantial transfers to the special investment and equipment budget
and to the Treasury during the last decade. According to the same report, the

See national report fur Professor Mustapha Kasse on "Les marches et politiques
de pr1x au Senegal: contribution a la consultation d1experts sur les politiques des
prix et d'Intervention sur les marches agricbTes en Afpique";

9 See IBRD report: A basic economic- report on Ivory-feast, February 1977.
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funds collected under the scheme from cocoa and coffee export earnings since

1963/1354, excluding the 1973/1974 and 1974/1975 financial, years, was CFAF 6.3
billion per annum. However, about CFAF 1,5 billion out of those funds were spent
on administrative costs while CFAF 1.5 billion were invested in the international

organizations responsible for the agreements on the various products. Other

expenditures were also made on diversification projects in the agricultural

sector and, on industrial processing, but the amounts are.not specified. The rate

of expenditure subsequently increased to CFAF 7 billion in 1974/1975. In certain

cases, the decision to allocate funds was made without consulting the governing

council, which shows the difficulty of using such schemes to conduct effective

economic and financial policy, The same report also notes that CFAF 36 billion

were transferred to the special investment budget over a period of 12 years, with

a maximum of CFAF 13.5 billion in 1.969/1970 whereas no contribution was made to

the Fund during the same period. The position of reserve funds was however

strengthened, increasing from CFAF 1G billion in 1964/1965 to,CFAF 14.3 billion
in 1974/1975.

53. A close link was further observed between the rapid Increase in these

funds and the acceleration of the public expenditure programme. In 1974 the

Government of Cote cTIvoire had allocated a substantial portion of these funds

(more than CFAF 20 billion) to Investments in the north of the country, but those
investments Were more of a social nature rather than directly productive. The
investment went for; instance, into the building of schools, giving rise to

recurrent expenditure such as the employment and training of teachers which were

also paid for from these funds.

54. Nigeria presents another example of the inadequate use of stabilization

funds in sectors other than the agricultural sector, often for unproductive

purposes. In fact, a study on this country underscores the fact that substantial

amount of funds (the precise figure is not mentioned) of the Eastern Marketing

Board, i.e., the Board responsible for the managements cocoa, copra and ground

nut production were invested in the construction-of a cement factory, namely the

Nkalagu Cement Factory and in buying shares in the African Continental Sank, a
local private bank. The same Board also granted a subsidy, of two million pounds

sterling to the University of Nsukka which, by" the way, had been established from

these funds. Similarly, the Western Marketing Board allocated six million pounds
to the administration of the western region for financing needs generated by the

regional development, plan. Other investments (figures not given) were made

towards research and education including subsidies to the University of Ife and

to plastic making and.fruit.conservation factories as well as a cement factory,

the Ewekono Cement: Factory. It is such Investments which increased the share
of local investments.from 67 per cent in 1955 to more than 8G per cent in I960,

as Indicated in table 7,

55. Although, in general, the investment policy cannot be said to be the

major cause of the stagnation In export crop production, it has quite obviously

contributed significantly to that. For example, in Nigeria, It was noted that

for all export commodities, production, which did not reach a peak until the

middle of the 1960s has declined .since-,.then (with the exception of palm

products). From 1970 to 1982, decline rates of 43, 29, 65 and 64 per cent were

observed in the production of cocoa, gum., :cotton and ground-nuts respectively
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(see table 10 on cocoa production and producer price of cocoa during the period

58. On the other hand, the positive impact of adequate investment in

infrastructure was also noted. For example, Cote d'lvoire stimulated the

production of timber, cocoa and coffee by developing transport infrastructure

in the:south of the country (see table 11 below). The construction of the Vridi

Canal whteh was opened in 1950 gave the country an excellent deep-water port

providing access tu the sea for export crops. Besides, given the fact that the

four major rivers of the country are on1y navigab!e to a 1imited degree,

substantial investments were made in land transport: the Abidjan-Niger Railway

was built and the road network in the forest zone developed.

Historical development of the major export products In Cote d'lvoire

Year

1390

1920

1940

1345

1950

1955

1959

1960

1961
lifter

f 300

Logs

(tonnes)

13,420

46,000

23,200

1u,070

106,000

169,400

444,200

640,000

760,000

1,500,000

Exports

Cocoa

(tonnes)

n.a.

1,036

45,360

£O,940

61,690

75,200

63,260

62,870

88,470

126,400

Coffee

^tonnes;

24

17

F3,0 lO

3r,oru
r^ a a r\r\

84,800

104,700

147,500

153,800

185,700

Export

value of

unprocessed

logs,cocoa,

coffse
si-111 _•__

t.U i i f lOfl

n.a.

0.02

n.a.

n.a a

12.00

24,20

30.60
n n nn

.3f.ru

r- ^ nn

O i . CU

1
Value of

total

cornffiGuity

exports
t \-111 ^ _■

CFAF)

j-y r\ a

0.06

0,30

U.Oi

13,80

25.60

33.80

40.20

47.50

70.50

u/frfodity

©tport as

a propor

tion of GDP

ujercsnLasjej

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n .a.

n.a.

28.6

29.8

29.8

n.a. Not available.

Source: J.Dirck Stryker, "Exports and Growth in the Ivory Coast: Timber,

Cocoa and Coffee". Yale University, Economic Growth Center, Discussion Paper
No. 147, New Haven, Connecticut;.,:June 1972, Appendix Tables,

'si/ In addition, exports of the three products in processed form had a value
of GFAF 0.7 billion In 1960 and CFAF 4.6 billion In 1965.
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XV.
p.1 iiin nrnriiiiiriirHT

A. Conclusions

This study has brought to light a number of fund rnanagsffient problems.

are as llows:

ate institutions have ffs de li tle or no(a) Stabilization funds managed by State institutions have ffsade little or no

contribution to the development of the agricultural sector from which they draw

most of their resources. On the other

been used unproductively or in

report has also highlighted

other

than the agricultur s sector and, in fact, that the use of these funds for many

diverse purposes has been one of the main causes why they have been sidetracked

from.their objective

(b) The negative Impact of such an investment policy on production has also

been noted, while the positive impact of Infrastructural investment on production

hown?in certain countries has also been clearly

(.c) iffiilar'ly

Several examples have pointed

i.e

producer prices.

purchasing power of farmers. Along with these, the negativ

exchange rates has also been demonstrated;

it has been shown that the funds generation mechanism of these

through taxation of producers has led to a fall in real

teady decline in the

impact of overvalued

(d) The study has also highlighted the adverse effect of interference from

public authorities on these Funds and the fact that such interference most often

prevented effective planning for such funds:

(e) At the

Stabex have only served a

level,

partial

the compensation mechanisms particularly

tee since heguarantee s ince u

untortunateiy;

by the African countries on■ their export products. Moreover, the measures

through such mechanisms havs

turaladopted to reduce public expenditure under the structural adjustment programmes

by the IMF and supported by the World Bank and other donors,

particularly the intensification of.the fiscal pressure have helped to reduce

the export earnings of producers further. Such programmes continually recommend

to African States to increase their exports in order to obtain ffiore foreign

currency to pay their,'debts. Yet those African countries that have followed this

recommendation and invested in their export commodities today, find themselves

in a situation of overproduction because of ths protectionist measures adopted

by the developed countries, not to mention the resultant fall in prices. This

depreciation of export prices persists. Figure 2 at the end of this report

fi this state of affairs. The same figure also indicates the price

lier and which

confirms

fluctuat have aggravated problems mentioned earlier and

difficultiescompound ths difficulties pointe

forecasting of the volume of

ed out

resources that

o planning by the funds and

the funds could generate, thus

jeopardizing the process of price stabilization for which the funds were set up.

the multiple agreements concluded

which

on coffee and cocoa within the
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framework of the International Coffee Organization (ICO) 1Q and the International
Cocoa" Organization (I0CO) respectively, which agreements have scarcely functioned
satisfactorily for exporting countries in Africa,, is further testimony of the

difficulty in finding a suitable solution for the African countries.

58v In the light of these conclusions, the following recommendations should
be made: ' ' .:

B. Recommendations

' • al trie naLiOnal

59, This report has highlighted the ineffectiveness of the State institutions

responsible for the management of stabilization funds as far as their

contribution to the development of agriculture in general and infrastructure in
particular is concerned. It is therefore necessary to formul.aie^-new export

commodities management strategies which would stimulate agricultural, production.
With special emphasis on infrastructure as an indispensable support, subseetor
for the establishment of a genuine market economy. The recommendations are as
follows:

(a) The current system of operation of stabilization funds, namely through
the existing stabilization schemes should focus, particularly in /the current
environment of a falling prices''which limits their resources, on, syfeanti ally-
increasing on their contribution to agricultural and infra§tructuraiueyelopment,
especially as Infrastructure! development also helps to limit rural-urban drift.

Moreover, the State should endeavour to avoid diverting the...resources of such
Funds for unproductive purposes or towards sectors other than/the rural sector,
a practice that has largely: contributed to the depletion.of such resources. In
this connection, a radical restructuring of these institutions Is necessary and
call for the following measures: :

(i> A price policy in favour of producers and which entail:

a. substantial increase in producer.:prices 'thus, .guaranteeing them an
adequate purchasing power:

b. adjustment, on continuing basis, of producer prices in accordance with
an appropriate consumer price index.

(ii) A substantial reduction In their operating costs through subcontracting
t)f activities (primary marketing, transport, etc.), and a reduction of

■"■ general costs. For example, in the Central African Republic, the

combination of producer price increases and measures .to rehabilitate the
Sode"te centrafricairie de deVeloppement aaricola (30CADA), in some.

ICG is currently un its third agreement since 1962, the date of the first
agreement/ The third agreement was signed in 1983 and was, in principle, to expire
last September without any satisfactory alternative solution being envisaged until
December 1388. The ICCO, for its part, is on its fourth agreement since 1972.
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instances, led to a substantial reduction in commercial cost thanks to
'subcontracting to the private sector of purchasing and transport

activities and in others to a reduction in certain administrative costs
(although the disinvestment which resulted from the implementation of
certain structural adjustment programmes should be avoided). This mads
it possible to double production from 22,600 tonnes in 1980/1981 to
46,300 tons in 1384/1985 and yields from 2T6 kg per hectare to 572 kg
per hectare:

(in) The abolition of the monopoly of these institutions in order to spur
them on to be competitive in the domestic and international markets and
bring about renewed efficiency. This will also help them to reduce
their costs further:

uv; There should be greater representation of producers and rural commercial
transactors in the governing councils of these institutions so as to
ensure that they mirror the interests and concerns of these social
groups;

(v) A change of attitude, particularly of the public authorities to these
funds is necessary. In fact, these institutions should no longer be
considered as sources of revenue for the government but as a priority

economie act ivi ty sector wh1ch should be encour&geu w 1 th the ma 1 n
objective of generating revenue which could be used to stabilize the
standard of living of producers or to improve rural infrastructure.

The improvement of the commercial cost of these institutions and tax
relief should be accompanied by an equivalent increase.In producer

prices in order to enable these funds to effectively make a headway in;
their objective of stabilization which they have never fulfilled. As
case in point is, Cote d'lvoire where after increasing the producer

prices for coffee and cocoa by up to 50 per cent of the f.o.b. price
during 1966 to 1976 coupled with other incentives, the size of
cultivated areas increased from 600,000 and 700,000 hectares, to 920,000
to 1,235,000 hectares, respectively.

In the same vein, in order to ensure effective management of the

resources of the funds and reduce government. Intervention, it is
recommended:

a. to avoid investing such resources with the Government Treasury so

that largest share is not used for public operating expenditure;

b. to Invest the resources with the -central bank rather than with the
commercial bank. This would promote a more economic monetary
policy where the resources generated are very substantial as in the

case of Cameroon, Cote d'lvoire and Nigeria. It is also important

that the central bank remunerates the assets deposited by the
stabilization fund, at a rate at least equal to the rate of

inflation in order to maintain the real value of investments.
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(b) Similar to food crops, liberalization in this sector seems to be a

necessity in order to revamp the sector- which has become lethargic as a result

of monopolies. Such a measure - s'eerrss all the more desirable in the economies

which have Quite capable private institutions to relieve the public sector.

However, here too, the remark made11 in relation to food crops is also valid for

export crops. Prudence and rigour should be exercised to avoid a drastic

transition from an economy dominated by the public!- sector to a totally private-

Sector economy without the necessary preparation, Thfs is in order to avoid

paralysing a sector of such crucial importance as this to the economies of

African countries. The example of the ground-nut business In1 Mali at the

beginning tif the 1980s, when a total withdrawal of the State from the marketing

circuit led to a fall in producer price and consequently in production, is not

forgotten. As such, the State should continue to oversee the efficient

functioning of existing institutions in order to ensure that the rights and

privileges due to producers are preserved. State agencies should therefore have

a more reduced role of supporting the production of export commodities by

providing extension services for inputs and other factors of production or even

■"dissemination of research, price and market information, etc.
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Whatever the context, wether public, private or mixed, incentives to the

pri vate sectors includi ng the co-operat1ves are necessary. However, such
institutions should be provided with certain facilities in order to enable them
to operate better. In this regard, mention should be made of the improvement

of markets, facilitation of market access, both for operators and traders through
the Improvement of rural roads, improvement of information on the volume of
harvests and producer price, Introduction of weight standards and harmonized
measures, where they do not exist and also training. Measures should also be

taken towards facilitating access to credit, ensuring tax relief and promoting
all types of transactions.

uve acuvmes snouid also Be encouraged. The same measures

indicated above for the private sector should also be applied to the co
operatives. As the fucntioning of a co-operative Is based on the principle of

free and voluntary membership, ways and means should be sought to ensure such
membership., In this regard, the membership criteria should of necessity, be
reviewed, so as to ensure that they are democratic. As regards training, it

could be provided through the organization of meetings or seminars.

(c) Furthermore, more substantial investments should be devoted to rural
infrastructure, particularly rural feeder roads (the building of new roads or

rehabilitation of existing ones), storage, irrigation, agricultural research,
extension services and any type of Infrastructure likely to stimulate production.
At the same time, measures conducive to the promotion and the export of the

commodities concerned are necessary, particularly in the present context of

falling agricultural raw material prices. In addition to the measures Indicated
earlier to abolish taxes and to adjust producer prices, action should be taken
to:

(i) apply an appropriate exchange rate to exports;

£ii) announce the prices fixed for commodities long before harvest and make
payments as soon as deliveries are made.

Countries which have applied such reforms have registered remarkable results.
For instance, the Sudan which developed a major irrigation network into cotton

producing areas, abolished export tax and reduced its exchange rate for this

product and adopted many other measures to strengthen the parastatal and research
bodies, doubled its production in five years (1980-1985) from 306,000 to 625,000
tons.

Also in Cote d'lvoire, spectacular results were obtained following the
establishment of cuttings propagation centres, the promotion and popularization

of appropriate cultivation techniques and support to research organizations,
which have considerably increased yields. Moreover the establishment of plant
pest control centres and primary processing factories has promoted sales of

products abroad as well as that of finished products distributed on the domestic

markets. Such investment also makes it possible to curb rural-urban drift whose

adverse consequences on agricultural production are quite obvious.
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to -these, African countries should explore the possibility of

diversifying their agriculture: this is of singular importance1in the current

environment of a siump in raw materi al prices. Again, Cote d'Ivoire is a

noteworthy case in point. Following the drastic fall in the price of coffee and

cocoa in the 1980s, that country introduced new crops, namely banana, pineapple,

gum, coconut and oil palm which have triggered an increase in export earnings.

Moreover, the possibility of introducing export subsidies on certain major

crops such as coffee, cocoa and cotton should be examined so as to reduce the

effect of the overvaluation of the local currency. Together with this, import

subsidies on certain food product destined mainly for the urban population and

whose adverse effects on local production were pointed out earlier, should be

abolished. The programme of subsidies should be oriented in such a manner as

to bs of the most benefit to thy rural population and ths poor.

In their policies on import-substitution, African States should endeavour to

avoid applying protectionist measures which have often promoted costly and

uncotnpetitive local production, namely measures likely to erode the positive

effects of those aimed at boosting exports. In this connection, the system of

protection should aim at reducing the cost of local production and avoid

troducing measures which militate against the interests of intermediary goodintroducing measures which militate against the interests of intermediary goods

or finished products industries. The taxation system should therefore be

selective, in other words, taxes levied on such Industries should be

substantially reduced or almost completely abolished so as to avoid penalizing

local production and thereby exports through high costs.

60. Given the present situation, the effurtss uf th« international community

are just as important as national efforts in order to improve ths international

economic environment for export commodities (improvement of terms of trade,

etc.). Stabex provides the one major example in this regard. At present, it

Is the most operational mechanism for compensating losses in revenue incurred

by the ACR exporting countries as a result of the falling prices. Substantial

funds have been disbursed under this system since the Lome I Convention.

However, because of the sharp fall in prices, compensation under the system has

only been partial. It is, therefore, necessary to improve this mechanism,

particularly in terms of the volurns of funds and tha promptness with whieh
payments are made.

61. According to Claude Freud, lT a choice should be made between under
payment of tropical commodities and compensation o? the loss in earnings through

"charitable aid" and the payriiervc of the correct, prices for these products with
no need for the establishment of a compensation mechanism. The author favours

the latter and also reckons that If the current trend in prices continues (low

prices), then it would be necessary to quadruple ths current amount of the Stabex
in order to make up for the losses related to such fall in prices.

Ti Oir-.
See Claude Freud, "Quelle Cuup&raliun: Un bilan ds 1'aide au dsveloppement1
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62. On the other hand, it would be laudable if the purchasing countries

(developed countries) would put a stop to their protectionist-treasures and take
action to raise the export of prices of African commodities so as to guarantee
them more stable markets.
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Table la. Producer-1 and_gxport prices (GIF) of main export crops

(in CFAF per kilogram)

1979 1980 1961 1982 1983 1984 1985 1985

Cacao a/

Export price

producer price

(grades I and II)

Arabica coffee a/

Export price

Producer price

Robusta coffee a/

Export price

Producer price

Cotton (yellow

and white)

Producer price

775 637 493 635 640 1 010 1 .148

260 290 300 310 330 370 410

885 1 038 1 291

350 370 410 450

666 949 1 194 1 457

330 350 390 430

65 70 SO 90 105 117: 130

748

300

712

280

896

330

Sll

310

693

340

630

320

420

475

440

140

a/ The difference between c.i.f. prices and producer prices includes

of marketing, internal transport, ONCPB levies and insurance.

Sources Tables lfo and lc

the costs

Table lb. Producer price (in CFAF per kilogram)

1970/71

1975/76

1976/77

1977/78

1978/79

1979/80

1980/81

1981/82

1982/83

1983/84

1984/35

1985/86

I

85

130

150

220

260

290

300

310

330

370

410

420

Cocoa

II

85

120

150

220

260

290

300

310

330

370

410

420

III

70

90

90

90

90

100

100

100

100

130

250

310

Coffee

Robusta

125

145

195

250

280

310

320

330

350

390

430

440

Arabica

155

245

275

275

300

330

340

350

370

410

450

475

Cotton

«>

65

65

70

80

90

105

115

130

140

I

145

145

145

153

Rice

IX

62

62

78

7S

Palm

oil

176

323

323

Source s Note annualle de statistique.

Cocoa I ;

Cocoa II:

Cocoa II:

Rice Is

Rice II

Grade I

Grade II

Lower grade

Marketable rice

Paddy rice
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Table 1 c, Trend in the price of the main export products (in CFAP)

Products 1978/79 1979/80 1980/81 1981/82 1982/83 1983/84 1984/S5

Cocoa

Arabica coffee

Robusta Coffee

Cotton

Sapelli wood

Bibolo wood

Green bananas -.

Source s Note

44

30

775

748

712

325

403

055

annuelle

49

32

de

637

896

811

348

187

979

493

693

630

417

56 146

38 001

152

statisticpieD

635

885

686

439

57 500

38 500

171

1

57

43

640

053

954

542

500

055

201

1

1

1

70

45

019

291 .

194

742

312

031

217

1

1

1

■

77

4

064

484

326

701

500

700

241
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Table 3 s Changes introducer price i of_ groundnuts compared- to the world price of

groundnut oil in Senegal

PDP .■ Consumer P.P.

producer price producer S.P.O1

Year in : index in current

currant 100=1971 constant CFAF

CFSF ' CFAF

S.P.O Ratio

constant S_,_Pi?O

CFAF P.P„G

W = P.O Ratio Ratio

current wap wop,0<

CFAF CFAF S.P.O.

1975

1976

1977

1978

1979

isao

1981

1982

1983

1964

P.P

S.P.O,

W.P.O.

41,5

41.5

41,5

41.5

41.5

45 = 5

46.0

60,0

60-0

50.0

■181.5

.204.1

211.2

231-6

2El. 4

.266.2

312,3

348.7

386=0

22B by

22 = 63

20 = 73

19 = 65

17.92 ■

18.10

17.28
19 =-.21

17.21 ■

12.95-

2(30

20G

200

200

200

240

330

330

393

500

110

109

. 98'

95

86

95

124

106

113

130

Purchase price

Purchase price of ground-nuts (unshellecO

Selling price ' ■ .-■

Selling price of oil (ground-nut)

World price of oil (ground-nut).

4.82-

4 = 82

4.82

4.82

4 c 82 ■

5 = 27

7.17

5.50

6 = 55

10 ."00

285

270

295

201

201

175

284

215

232

374

56,87

6=51

7.11

4.84

4.84

3.85

6=17

3 = 50

3,87

7=48

1 = 43

1 = 35

1=48

1.01

1.01

0=73

0.86

0.66

0 = 59

0=75
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Year

.1969/70

1970/71

1971/72

1972/73

1973/74

1974/75

13,75/76

1976/77

1977/78

1978/79

1979/00

■1980/811

1981/82

1982/03

1933/84 ...:.

1984/85 "

Table 4

■ -■

s Trends in producer pric

■■■"" "■ Consumer

;. . Price index

100

109

113

120 "

., 135

:..i58

. 1.79

215

, 217

234

263

318

381

314 1/

349 1/

•■.■i 3S3 y
369 1/

-JB Of COt

'Nonp nal

in CFAF/

kg

35

35

35

■ --3-5 ■■

:■ ,37 ,-

■ 46

■ . 48 ;

. 50 ■

60

60

60

:' 60

65

65

75

90

ton in Toqo

price

As an

index

100

100

100

TOO

k: ,-fX06 :.._-,_

,-, ;-.'.131

137

. ,' .. 143
,.171

171

171

171

186

186

214-,.,
257

Actual

in CFAF/

kg

35

32

31

' ""59 ■

,-r.-.-?7

..- ^.29
■ ;,27

■ ■. .--23

2S

• 26

23

19

17

21 2/
19 2/

20 2/ ?

24 2/

price

hs an

index

100

91

89

S3

; 7-i.V
■ ■■.;■ o$Z

■. 3r66

. ,o80

;.,.,74

66

■ " "B'4

49

54

-, -57

69

Source t OPATs Agricultural price analysis unit.

*% Base 100 in 1963 brought back to base 100 in 1970=

1/ Sources Banque Centrale des Etats de l'Afrique de 1'Quest (BCBAO)

Ease calculated . -

from the indices worked out on the basis of the base for 1963=

2/ ■ Figure calculated.on the basis of BCEAO base of 70=
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Table 5 Investments

{value in '

■:-r-—■■■--

of

000)

the Northern Marketinq

I N

Board

VEST

: 1955-1960

M E N T S

in Nigeria

Year Balance General*

reserves

Overseas**

Value

Total investments in

Nigeria % compared to

ratio of reserves to

investments

* The reserve includes stabilization funds.

** Cost price value of involvement in the British war, excluding interests

Source; Annual reports of the Northern Marketing Board.

Table 5. Investments of the Eastern Marketing ..Board \ 955-1SS Q in Nigeria lvalue in ' 000]

INVESTMENTS

Total investments in Nigeria

Year Balance General

reserves'

Overseas*' Value % compared to ratio

of reservea to total

investments

1955

1956

1957

1958

1959

1960

29385.00

30609o00

35807.00

30678.00

28193.00

28365.00

27809.00

28984.00

34156.00

29454.00

27360.00

27525.00

24098.00

24098.00

20564.00

15028.00

10053.00

10053.00

5000.00

5006.00

8767.00

9264.00

12299.00

12093.00

17.90

17,20

25.80

31o40

45.00

44.00

17.20

17,20

30,00

3.8.20

54.50

54.40

1955

1956

1957

195B

1959

I960

10 793.00

11 300.00

12 48B.0O

13 980.00

IB OOD.GO

17 658.00

6 409.00

3 322.00

9 167.00

10 184.00

13 921.00

15 031,00

B 205.00

B 205.00

8 205.00

8 636.00

Q 669.00

9 859.00

2 150.0D

3 000.00

3 100.00

3 200.00

3 100.00

4 500.00

25.57

36.04

33.82

31.42

22.27

28.25

20.76

20.77

27.42

27.04

24.22

31.75

* The reserve includes stabilization Funds [normally held in London).

** Cost price value, excluding interests.

Source: Annual reports of the Eastern Marketing Board,
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Tftfcj>L..7• Investments uf the western Marketing Buard in Niae,r1a (in '000)

r- 11 -r

rear

investments in Nigeria

tiurfipaPeu

reserves* Overseas** Value

to ratio of

reserves to tc'1?!

investifient

■.00

11 uu j-j f 2a „ Ou yo i f,uu

SD 1 i ,UU

""""(.GO

.UU

16000,00

26000.00

30000.00

5n £ *

CO I

60 = 79

58.96

75,13

6T.371

68.98

62.46

73.00

83.28

Source: Annual reports and accounts of the Western Marketing Board,
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Table B, Equalization on oil in S&htfgsl

Year Beneficiary Amount Tonnage of oil

1970 Oil producers 673 571 123 35 088.T, 214

'971 " 1 B2B 943 335 40 44B.T, 185

1972 " 1 510 735 4BQ 47 D96.T, 874

1973 " 2 536 B33 26B 50 121.T, 2<i7

~ ' » 4 044 052 834 41 250.T. 0?S

TOTAL 10 594 135 940 213 992.T. 538

Source ; CPSP du sinegal.

Table 8. Rate of equalization on rice in Se*n#bal

Year Negative equalization Postive equalization

1972/73 2 31B 569 318

1973/74

1) Tranche 5 036 5S2 514

1971/75 2) Tranche 4B6 563 020

1) Tranche 94 717 0S8

TotBl 7 671 6B4 S52 94 717 068

Source : Caisae de stabi liaatiqn_ et pdr^quation dea prix d

DNCAD: Office national de cooperation etid'assiatanoe pour 1g dgveloppement

(flgricultural marketing agency}.
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,10. Cocoa produption (iri .'000 toriHes) and pruducer prices in

1960 149 320.00

1961 : 135 ; 272=00

1S9 200.00

174 210.00

203 £20.00

1965 284 240.00

JUU.UU

f U.UU

Basic Agricultural Statistics, Nigeria.
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